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This paper treats the construction of a class of combinatorial designs known 
as tactical configurations of rank 2 and girth 6. Although many constructions 
are known for such configurations with 0 deficiency (that is, when the smaller 
vertex set is a subset of the skeleton of the configuration), very few constructions 
exist for configurations of positive deficiency. In this paper we give several 
constructions for configurations with positive deficiency, and discuss a few of 
the many problems remaining to be solved. A list of examples i  included. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 
(a) A tactical configuration (or TC) of rank 2 and girth 6 is a 
bipartite graph of girth 6 on the vertex set R + W, where the elements 
of  R are all (1 + s)-valent and those of  W are all (1 -t- t)-valent. The 
pair (1 + s, 1 + t) is called the degrees of  the TC. It has been shown that 
finite projective planes, BIBD with 2~ = 1, and many other objects of  
combinatorial study are TC's of  rank 2 and girth 6. 
(b) Let Tbe a TC of girth 6 and rank 2 with degrees (1 -]- s, 1 -t- t). We 
may call the vertices in R "red" and those in W "white." I fy  is any white 
vertex and if (x, y) is any edge of T then x is adjacent with s white vertices 
different from y and y adjoins t red vertices different from x. Each of these 
t red vertices adjoins s white vertices. Moreover, each of these st white 
vertices must be distinct in order to avoid a 4-gon with y at one vertex, 
and all must be different from the white vertices adjacent with x to avoid 
a 4-gon with (x, y) as one edge. Similarly, the s white vertices different 
from y but adjoining x must have st distinct red neighbors different from 
the neighbors of y. 
We have thus distinguished a set of  1 + t + st red vertices including x, 
and a set of  1 § s + st white vertices including y. The tree subgraph of T 
composed of these vertices and the edges from x or y to any of  these and 
the edges from neighbors of x or y to any of  these, is called the skeleton 
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of T at y with respect to x. Since the skeleton is a tree, however, the 
skeletons for all white vertices with respect to any neighbor must be 
identical. Thus we may refer to the skeleton of T. It will be noticed that 
no white vertex outside the skeleton of  T at y can have a common red 
neighbor with y. Thus we may speak of the (constant) number of  white 
vertices outside the skeleton as 3, the deficiency of  T. I f  T is a projective 
plane or BIBD with A ~ 1, then 3 = 0. I f  T is a PBIBD with ,~ = 1, 
then 3 = n2 9 
(c) Let b = I R [ and v = I W F and define A and 3 to be the integers 
such that 
b=l+t+st+A,  v=l+s+st+3.  
Clearly, b(1 + s) must equal v(l + t), so we have 
(1 +s)  A =st ( t - - s )+(1  +t )&  
LetGCD(1  +s ,  1 +t )=dso  1 +s=Md=kand l  +t  =Nd=r .  
Clearly then, the smallest possible value for 3 when t >~ s is dependent 
on 3 ~ +t  (modM) .  Let t =p  + Mg,  where 0 ~<p < M; then the 
least possible numerical values for b and v are 
b = r2 - -Ng ,  v = rk - -Mg.  
In general, the numerically possible configurations have 3 = p + Mh 
for some h ~> 0 and 
b ~- r 2 - N(g  - h), v = rk  - -  M(g  - -  h). 
It is possible to construct many particular examples with 3 = p. In 
the case where t = s is a prime power, all configurations with 3 ~- p = 0 
exist. These are the projective planes of  order t. I f  t = s is not a prime 
power, then many configurations with 3 = 0 are impossible [3] and many 
are undecided. As yet, none are known to exist. Moreover, for t = s 
and 3 = 1, only two cases are known to exist and many are known 
impossible, many undecided [13]. Those that exist are called group 
divisible designs and much effort has been expended on their investigation. 
Among others, see [1; 2; 5, pp. 287-291; 9; 10; 13-15]. 
I f  r is a multiple of  k or is one greater than a multiple of k, then it is 
frequently possible to construct configurations with 3 = 0. These are 
the BIBD. There are no broad classes of  nonexistence theorems here, and 
in fact it is conjectured that for every k there are at most a finite number 
of  numerically reasonable r for which 0-deficiency designs fail to exist 
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[6, p. 248]. Hanani [7] has proved an even broader theorem than this 
for k = 3, 4, 5. 
Wilson [16] has shown that for all choices of v = 1 (mod k(k  - -  1)) 
with v a prime power and fairly large (i.e., v > {89 --  1)} k(k-1)) there are 
BIBD with parameters v, k, 1. He also gives many other related results. 
The only general upper bound known [9] good for all r and k, is 
8 = t q- (1 q- s)(st 2 § 2st q- 1) -- s2t 2. The proof for this upper bound 
is not constructive. Payne [13] has conjectured that a = 1 is always 
impossible for r > 5. In the case when k = r and the TC is cyclic (has 
a circulant white-red adjacency matrix), Lipman [8] has shown that there 
is some evidence for the conjecture that if 3 =~ 0 then 8 is not much smaller 
than r. The constructions A, B, E frequently produce constructions with 
8 much less than r, although they do not give cyclic configurations. 
2. CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES 
In this section, we first modify five well-known 0-deficiency design 
techniques into techniques to be applied to designs with general 
deficiencies. The remaining techniques are primarily general configuration 
techniques. 
Throughout the section, S and Si refer to a TC of girth 6 and rank 2 
with parameters b = ]RI,  v = I W I, r = 1 +t ,  k= 1 q-s and some 
deficiency 8. 
A. (After Moore [12]). From S1 and $2 with kl = k2 = 3, to obtain 
S with 
v = v(1) v(2),  
r = r(2) q- v(2) r(1), 
k = 3, 
= v(2) a(1) + 8(2). 
The white vertices are ordered pairs ( i , j ) ,  where i is a white vertex 
in S1 and j is a white vertex in $2. The red vertices are determined by 
neighbor sets, i.e., whenever a set of white vertices is called a neighbor set, 
a red vertex is created which is adjacent with exactly the members of the 
neighbor set. The following sets are neighbor sets. 
(i) {(i,]), (i, k), (i, r)}, when {j, k, r} is a neighbor set in $2. 
(ii) {(i,x), (j, y), (k, z)}, when {i,j, k} is a neighbor set in S1 and 
x q- y -k z = 0 (mod v2). 
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B. 
S with 
This lacks the elegance of the construction Moore used to produce 
Steiner triples in [12], since the positive deficiencies destroy the relation 
v = 1 +2r .  
(After Hanani [7]). From S1 and $2 with kl = k2 = 3 to obtain 
v = v(1) v(2), 
r = r(1) q- r(2) + 2r(l) r(2), 
k=3,  
8 = 8(1) v(2) + 3(2) v(1) -- 3(1) 8(2). 
The white vertices are all ordered pairs (i,j) with i a white vertex in 
S1 and j  a white vertex in $2. The red vertices are determined by neighbor 
sets as follows. {(g r), (j, s), (k, t)} is a neighbor set if 
(i) i = j = k and {r, s, t} is a neighbor set in $2, or 
(ii) r = s = t and {i,j, k} is a neighbor set in S1, or 
(iii) {i,j, k} is a neighbor set in S1 and {r, s, t} a neighbor set in $2. 
To see that (i, r) is in two neighbor sets for each pair {i, x, y} of S1 and 
{r, t, u} of $2, note that these produce six red vertices for & including 
{(i, r), (x, t), ( y, u)} and {(i, r), (x, u), ( y, t)}. 
Although no general extension of Hanani's beautiful construction is
possible, the interested reader may be able to construct specific 
configurations with small 3 by utilizing various parts of these techniques, 
particularly those involving a variable k. For these, see [6, Chapter 15]. 
C. (After Bose, as reported in [6, Chap. 15]). To obtain S from an 
abelian group A of order m and a set {B} of blocks of indexed elements of A, 
where a general block looks like B = [al(jl),..., ak(jk)] with the ai in A 
and satisfying the following. 
(i) Every B has the same number, k, of elements. 
(ii) There are b blocks under the action of A. 
(iii) Every indexed object ai(j) occurs r times under the action of A. 
(iv) In all the blocks of {B}, no nonzero pure difference occurs more 
than once, subject o the convention that if a block B is fixed by a subgroup 
of A of order w, the counts from B are to be divided by w. 
The difference a i -  at from block B = [al(jl),..., ak(jk)] is of class 
(fi, jt) and is called pure i f f i  = j t  and mixed otherwise. In the construction 
of S, each B is used as a base for its orbit under A. The identity for A with 
index j is 0(j). This construction may be clarified by considering the 
582a/I9/2-6 
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example below with t : 1 and m = 3, which yields the white set 
W : {0(0), 0(1), 0(2), 1(0), 1(1), 1(2), 2(0), 2(1), 2(2)} and the red set R 
of the 12 blocks: 
(a) [1(1), 2(1), 0(2)1, [2(I), 0(1), 
(b) [1(2), 2(2), 0(0)], [2(2), 0(2), 
(c) [1(0), 2(0), 0(1)], [2(0), 0(0), 
(d) [0(1), 0(2), 0(0)], [1(1), i(2), 
1(2)1, [0(1), 1(1), 2(2)1; 
1(0)], [0(2), 1(2), 2(0)]; 
1(1)], [0(0), 1(0), 2(1)]; 
1(0)], [2(1), 2(2), 2(0)]. 
EXAMPLE. Let A be the additive group of residues modulo any odd 
m ~ 2t -k 1 and let {B} contain the blocks: 
(a) each [i(1), (In --  i)(1), 0(2)] for 1 <~ i ~< t; 
(b) each [i(2), (m --  i)(2), 0(3)] for 1 ~< i ~< t; 
(c) each [i(3), (m --  i)(3), 0(1)] for 1 ~< i ~ t; 
(d) [0(1), 0(2), 0(3)1. 
The configuration has 
For a different 3, one may take 1 ~ i ~ (m --  1)/2 = p in conditions a, 
b, c and eliminate d, obtaining 
b = 3mp, 
v = 3m, 
r ~ 3p ,  
3 = 3m- -6p- -  1. 
One should note that in either construction, the vertices 0(1), (m --  1)(3), 
and (m -- 2)(1) are the three white vertices of a hexagon. 
D. Latin rectangles. From a set R1,..., Rr  of k by n mutually ortho- 
gonal rectangles, to obtain S with 
b : kn, 
v : rn, 
r=r ,  
k=k,  
3 =k(n - - r+ l ) - - l .  
b =(3t+l )  m, 
v = 3m, 
r=3t+l ,  
3= 3(m -- (2t + 1)). 
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This construction resembles the construction of the affine plane of order 
pn from a set of pn _ 1 mutually orthogonal latin squares, but has the 
advantage of not requiring so many arrays. 
The white vertices are all symbols (i,j), corresponding to the cells in a 
k by n matrix. The red vertices are the neighbor sets r(a,e)= 
{(i,j): Ra(i , j )= e}. The orthogonality condition provides for girth 6. 
In [4], Chowla et al. show that f(n), the number of mutually orthogonal 
n by n latin squares, grows without bound. In [11], MacNeish shows that 
f(n) ~ min{p -- 1, q -- 1, r -- 1,...} where pqr ... decomposes n into 
distinct prime powers. There are no such theorems forf(k,  n), the number 
of mutually orthogonal latin rectangles of order k by n. In fact, very little 
is known about k by n latin rectangles. 
E. (After Hall [6]). From an arbitrary $1 and an $2 with v2 = kl, 
to obtain S with 
b = b(1) b(2), 
V = Vl ,  
r : r(1) r(2), 
k : k2, 
8 = r(1) 3(2) + 8(1). 
The white vertices are those of $2. On the neighbor set of each red 
vertex in S1, each of which has kl : v2 elements, one constructs a copy of 
$2. The neighbor sets in each of copy of $2 may be considered as the red 
vertices of S. 
F. A(T) doubling. This technique may also be used to obtain con- 
figurations of larger girth, as well as those of girth 6. From a regular 
graph G, of degree m, and girth 5 or 6, to obtain a symmetric S with 
b=v:  I v(6)l, 
r=k=rn ,  
8 = I V (G) [  - -  (m~ - -  m + 1). 
Let the white vertices of S be the red vertices of G, and let the red 
vertices be another copy of V(G). A white x and a red y* are adjacent in 
S iff x and y are adjacent in G. Clearly, any 5-gon of G becomes 
a 10-gon in S. This method looks as if it might produce arbitrarily 
large girth graphs by repeated oubling, but in fact every even polygon 
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[xl, yl ,  x2, y2,..., xn, yn] of G goes over into the polygons [xl, y l* ,  
x2, y2*,..., xn, yn*] and [xl*, yl ,  x2*, y2,..., xn*, yn] in S. 
G. Cyclic expansion. From P = {d(1) = 0 < d(2) < .'- < d(m)}, a 
set of differences in the sense that all the positive numbers obtainable by 
subtracting a smaller from a larger number are distinct, to obtain a family 
of St with parameters 
b(t) = v(t) = 2d(rn) + 1 + t, 
r(t) = k(t) = m, 
~(t) = 2d(m) + t + m(1 -- m). 
Let the white vertices be the residues modulo 2d(m) + 1 + t = N. 
The red vertices are determined by the neighbor sets Bi ~- {i, i + d(2) ..... 
i + d(m)}, where i + d(j)  is considered modulo N. 
Since the red-white adjacency matrix of Si is a circulant, St has girth 
at most 6. Since t ) 0, no red-white square can occur. 
3. SOME EXAMPLES OF CYCLIC CONFIGURATIONS 
For a very large set of examples with 0-deficiency, see Hall [6, 
Appendices I, II]. 
The following examples are all, except he first two, due to Lipman [8]. 
These are in each case the smallest known positive deficiency configurations 
for the given r = k. In the case r ~ 7, this is the smallest known con- 
figuration, since 3 = 0 is impossible here. All are given as: white vertices, 
a complete set of residues for a modulus M, and red vertices generated 
by a block B, which is developed to the modulus M. 
r=3:  M=8,  B={0,1 ,3} ,~=l .  
r=4:  M = 14, B = {0, 1, 4, 6}, ~ = 1. 
r=5:  M=23,  B = {0,1, 4, 9,11}, ~ =2.  
r =6:  M=35,  B ={0,  1, 4,10,15,17}, 3 =4,  
r =7:  M=48,  B = {0,1, 3,15, 20, 38, 42}, ~ =5.  
r =8:  M =69,  B --- {0,1, 4, 9,15, 22, 32, 34}, 3 = 12. 
r =9:  M=95,  B = {0,1, 4,12, 25, 31, 40, 45, 47}, 3 =22.  
Of these, the configurations for r = 3, 4, 5, 6 and 9 have the fascinating 
property that by increasing the modulus one can generate arbitrarily 
large configurations with the given block B. 
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